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In This Issue
Spring Planting Garlic in the Colder Regions of Canada

1

The early experiments at Beaver Pond Estates indicated that spring planting was not worth
the effort but more recent trials show that it can be successful using the right method.

Notes from our garlic patch

3

Writing is hard work; Seedy Saturday Ottawa; Spring planting talk a success; and a
surprise at the dentist's.

In Memoriam & Ice Storm 98

4

In Memoriam, Jérôme Charlebois & Guy Allaire, two of our members; 20 years ago,
Ice Storm 98 devastated our farm.

A Clove Here and There

5

Volunteer opportunities at two organic farms, Ail Quebec sets its mission at the annual
meeting, full moon dates for 2018, and HCGGA cookbook fundraiser.

On the Road to Garlic Sovereignty

6-7

Jean Lafontaine discusses the idea of large garlic farms to meet supermarket needs,
comparing the garlic situation to the apple industry in Quebec.

HCGGA page: Year of the Garlic

8

Deb Barnhart provides notice of garlicky activities as Haliburton celebrates their theme
for 2018, Year of the Garlic.

The Garlic Directory: Garlic Products at Wholesale from Eureka

9

Al Picketts, a reliable Canadian supplier of garlic & garlic products has seed garlic for
spring & fall planting, black garlic and a range of garlic products at wholesale.

The Garlic Directory

10-11

Garlic ads, listings and useful garlic contacts. Experienced growers know the
advantage of letting buyers know about their garlic all year.

Garlic has to be hardy

12

Winter 2018 had to be the most challenging year yet. A very early, very cold arrival of
winter, mid-January thaw followed immediately by a drastic drop in temperature, a month
of winter and then another thaw. Really tough on overwintering crops like garlic.

Garlic Recipes, Tips & Ideas

13

A non-garlic recipe! Christstollen for Christmas. A new kitchen gadget for slicing garlic.

On the Road to Garlic Sovereignty

14

Continued from Jean Lafontaine page 7. Plus, "to make Canada self-sufficient in garlic".

White Rot reported in New York State

15

David Stern reported in the Garlic Press that the fungal disease, White Rot had been
identified in New York State. The article has been condensed and adapted for the Garlic
News to give growers a "heads up" so they can keep an eye out for it in their garlic plots.

We Get Calls and Letters
In Pursuit of the Rocambole Music

16-18
19

A wrong answer to Anna Schaab set of a search for a little-known Rocambole called
Music with some interesting discoveries.

2018 Garlic Bulbil Listing

20

Listing of garlic cultivars being grown for bulbils in the Beaver Pond Estates trials plots.
Attachments: Advance Reservation Form for Garlic Bulbils.
: Advertising Application for Festivals & members.

2018 Eastern Ontario Garlic Field Day
at the Small-Plot Organic Garlic Variety Trials Site
Date: Sunday, 24 June 2018 from 09:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Location: Beaver Pond Estates, 3656 Bolingbroke Road,
Maberly, Ontario
Attendance: By invitation. Growers within reasonable driving distance,
i.e., Eastern Ontario and Western Quebec receive invitations. If you
don’t receive one and would like to attend, please contact the editor.

RENEWING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
For subscriptions expiring with issue #56, Summer 2018, an "Early
Bird" Membership & Subscription Renewal form is enclosed.
Those who can, do. Those who can do more, volunteer. Author Unknown.
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